
£
cashback from Bosch

Up to

Piggyback on our success. To celebrate winning 
the Which? Best Home Appliance Brand award 
3 years in a row, we’re giving away up to £100 
cashback on selected models.*

*Selected models only (graded/seconds/replacement/imperfect products & trade/contract sales excluded). 
01.10.13 – 09.12.13. Online/telephone claims only including copy purchase receipts, must be received 
by 20.12.13. Full T & Cs available on bosch-home.co.uk/cashback. Cashback will be sent as a cheque.



Model Cashback Value

Washing Machines

Logixx WAS28840GB £100.00

Logixx WAS28761GB £75.00

Exxcel WAQ28461GB £50.00

Exxcel WAQ24461GB £50.00

Exxcel WAQ283S0GB £50.00

Classixx WAE24369GB £25.00

Washer dryers

Logixx WVH28421GB £100.00

Exxcel WVH28360GB £50.00

Classixx WVD24460GB £25.00

Tumble dryers

Logixx WTW86562GB £100.00

Exxcel WTW863S1GB £75.00

Classixx WTE84301GB £25.00

Classixx WTE84106GB £25.00

Model Cashback Value

Dishwashers

Logixx SMS69L32GB £100.00

Logixx SPS59L12GB £100.00

Exxcel SMS65E32GB £75.00

Exxcel SMS58E22GB £50.00

Exxcel SPS53E12GB £50.00

Classixx SMS40A08GB £25.00

Classixx SMS40C12GB £25.00

Classixx SMS40C02GB £25.00

Classixx SPS40C12GB £25.00

Cooling

Logixx KGN49AW24G £100.00

Exxcel KGN34VL20G £75.00

Exxcel KGN34VB20G £75.00

Exxcel KGN34VW20G £75.00

Classixx KGE36AW40G £50.00

Classixx KGV36VW31G £50.00

USA style

Classixx KAN62V41GB £100.00

Get up to £100* cashback when you buy any of the below appliances 
between 01.10.13 and 09.12.13.

Claim your cashback today at bosch-home.co.uk/cashback

Up to £100* cashback from Bosch.

Terms and Conditions – Bosch cashback 

1. The Promotion is the offer by the Promoter of up to £100 cashback to purchasers (in the form of a cheque) (“the Gift”) in respect of purchases of selected Bosch products (listed below) made between 
1st October 2013 and 9th December 2013 and for which the Promoter has received a completed and valid claim before midnight 20th December 2013. This is a consumer only promotion and full details of 
the cashback breakdown are available at bosch-home.co.uk. 2. The Promotion only applies to purchases of the following Bosch appliances: Logixx washing machine WAS28840GB, Logixx washing machine 
WAS28761GB, Exxcel washing machine WAQ28461GB, Exxcel washing machine WAQ24461GB, Exxcel washing machine WAQ283S0GB, Classixx washing machine WAE24369GB, Logixx washer dryer WVH28421GB, 
Exxcel washer dryer WVH28360GB, Classixx washer dryer WVD24460GB, Logixx tumble dryer WTW86562GB, Exxcel tumble dryer WTW863S1GB, Classixx tumble dryer WTE84301GB, Classixx tumble dryer 
WTE84106GB, Logixx dishwasher SMS69L32GB, Exxcel dishwasher SMS65E32GB, Exxcel dishwasher  SMS58E22GB, Classixx dishwasher SMS40A08GB, Classixx dishwasher SMS40C12GB, Classixx dishwasher 
SMS40C02GB, Logixx dishwasher SPS59L12GB, Exxcel dishwasher SPS53E12GB, Classixx dishwasher SPS40C12GB, Logixx fridge freezer KGN49AW24G, Exxcel fridge freezer KGN34VL20G, Exxcel fridge 
freezer  KGN34VB20G, Exxcel fridge freezer KGN34VW20G, Classixx fridge freezer KGE36AW40G, Classixx fridge freezer KGV36VW31G, Classixx USA style KAN62V41GB only. 3. Purchases of graded, seconds, 
replacements and imperfect products or to trade/contract sales are excluded from the Promotion. 4. The Promotion is open to residents of the United Kingdom, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man only. 5. The 
Promotion,  which starts on 1st October 2013 and ends on 9th December 2013, only applies to purchases made on or between these dates. Claims must be received by the Promoter before midnight 20th 
December 2013 and the Promoter will not accept any claims received subsequently. 6. The Promotion is offered via participating retailers only and only participating retailers will have the offi cial advertising 
literature. 7. In order to claim the Gift, claimants must fully complete the online Claim Form (available on bosch-home.co.uk), including product FD numbers, and attach a copy of the original purchase receipt. For 
the avoidance of doubt, copies of deposit receipts and/or order confi rmations will not be accepted. Purchasers who do not have access to the internet may call 0808 234 1639 to submit their claim (telephone 
lines are open between 10 am and 10 pm Monday to Friday).  To verify a phone claim or where a copy purchase receipt cannot be uploaded online, a copy of the purchase receipt must be posted to Bosch Cashback 
Promotion, 41 London Road, Castle Court, Reigate, Surrey, RH2 9RJ, UK. 8. Only one claim per purchase is permitted. 9. Claims are posted at claimant’s risk and proof of sending is not proof of receipt. 10. The 
Promoter reserves the right to investigate and undertake all such action, as is reasonable, to protect itself against fraudulent or invalid claims including, without limitation, to require claimants to provide further 
verifi cation as to proof of purchase. In addition, the Promoter reserves the right to reject those claims which are fraudulent or invalid. 11. Claimants should allow up to 6 weeks for delivery of the Gift from the 
date of the Promoter’s receipt of the Claim Form and copy purchase receipt. 12. The Promoter reserves the right to provide a substitute gift of equivalent or higher value to a claimant where the Gift is unavailable. 
13. Please note that there is no cash alternative. 14. All Claim Forms and copy sales receipts, once received by the Promoter, will become its property and will not be returned to claimants. 15. By submitting a 
claim, claimants agree to be bound by these terms and conditions. 16. In the unlikely event that a claimant is unhappy with their Bosch appliance and wishes to return it for a full refund, such refund is conditional 
upon the return of the Gift i.e. the cheque. 17. Personal data collected for the purposes of the Promotion will be processed in accordance with the provisions of the Promoter’s privacy policy, which is available 
at http://www.bosch-home.co.uk/privacy-policy.html. 18. All correspondence should be sent to: Bosch Cashback Promotion, 41 London Road, Castle Court, Reigate, Surrey, RH2 9RJ, UK. 19. The Promotion shall 
be governed by the laws of England and Wales. 20. The Promoter/Data Controller is Bosch, a division of BSH Home Appliances Limited, a company registered in England and Wales under company registration 
no. 01844007, whose registered offi ce is at Grand Union House, Old Wolverton Road, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK12 5PT, UK. 

Please complete the online form at bosch-home.co.uk/cashback and follow the instructions. 
If you would like us to verify your claim by post, please call our promotion line on 0808 234 1639. 
Promotion dates: 01.10.13 - 09.12.13 Closing date for receipt of applications 20.12.13

This promotion applies to the following products:

Appliances which have the Partner Product symbol indicated are only available for sale through
selected and authorised Bosch Trade Partners. Details of our authorised Bosch Trade Partners 
who sell Partner Products are available on bosch-home.co.uk.

*Offer of up to £100 applies to selected models only. 


